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Robot Competition Rules
by Tom Dickens
One of the motivating factors from SRS to get
me to actually dig into that collection of
miscellaneous electronic and mechanical doodads
in the garage or basement and finish that robot is
the SRS competitions. This is the chance to finish
that project that started oh-so-many years ago, or
to start a new project which has been lurking in the
back of your brain. The contests provide a
framework and a goal to justify and focus our time
and expense in tinkering with robots (any excuse
will do). Robothon '95 was a good success and
definitely motivated and inspired me; I've already
built and programmed an RDM robot - look out
Karl and Marvin, I'm ready to take my best shot!
And with plans for a Robothon '95 Encore in
November, this motivation and momentum can
continue. I expect a larger turnout and more
finely-tuned robots.
To assist in our competitions, I have collected
the rules for the various robot events which were
run at Robothon '95 (August 20th at Renton
Technical College). While many of the event rules
have been published in previous issues of the
Encoder (2 or 3 years ago), I wanted to collect
them all in one place for easy access, and to
provide them to newer members. Other events
have not had their rules published before, so this
will be a first time for them. I have also taken the
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opportunity to rewrite the rules in a consistent
format and to (hopefully) clarify any confusing
parts of the rules. I have also taken licensee in
changing the previously published rules to better
reflect how the events are actually run. I
appreciate the numerous SRS members who
helped me in reviewing this material to get it in a
form which is precise and informative, and helpful
to SRS members
Now, here are the different events:

Global Rules
These considerations apply to all events:

Intent
The underlying intent of these events is to
provide a forum to share our technical
achievements and to come together in friendly,
supportive competition. An additional intent is to
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provide entertainment and inspiration to the
audience witnessing the events. Specific details of
the events can be dynamically modified to help
achieve these underlying intents.

and the outcome of the event. Rules can be
modified at the judge's discretion to allow for
better competitions. The judges ruling is final.

Robot Design Dangers
No element of a robot's construction or
operation may present an undue danger to
contestants, audience, or others present during any
phase of a competition or demonstration.
Corrosive, toxic, explosive, or flammable
substances, if used in the a robot's design, must
be dealt with safely and must not present an undue
hazard to the people or the facilities. No illegal
substances are to be used. Controlled substances
are not to be used without proper notification and
authorization. No robot is to be designed to
intentionally rearrange, weaken, damage, or
destroy any aspect of the event, including
competing robots, unless specifically stated as part
of the event's rules.

Human Intervention
The focus of most events is autonomous
robots. Once an event is started, the robot may
not be touched or controlled by anyone unless
specifically allowed in the rules. If the operator
touches or otherwise controls their robot, the robot
is disqualified from that run in the event. If a
neutral person interferes with a robot, the event
may be rerun at the discretion of the event's judge.

Robot Modifications
Robots have three attempts in many events.
Modifications to the robot's hardware and/or
software may be made before the event starts, and
also between runs to try to improve the robot's
performance. These modifications may not
involve giving the robot any information about the
event which the robot is to figure out on its own
(such as the layout of a maze).

Scoring
In 2-robot head-to-head compet1t1ons, the
winner of the match will advance to additional
matches through some form of elimination. Single
elimination or double elimination can be used at
the discretion of the event's judge.
Other events are determined by absolute
timing, distance, audience voting, or other criteria.

Judging
Each event will have a designated judge to run
and mediate the event. The event's judge has the
final word in the interpretation of the written rules
Encoder # 101

Line Following
Purpose
Line following is a classic, and challenging,
robotic task. The robot must follow a path drawn
on paper in the least possible time. This requires
speed, logic, and accurate non-physical sensors.

Overall Guidelines
The contest surface is a large, flat surface,
such as a smooth floor or suitable table. The
surface is covered with a white or light-colored
material, on which a pattern of black 1/4-inch wide
lines are drawn. This pattern is called the maze.
The maze is drawn with a permanent 1/4" thick
tipped marker. The course is made up of straight
lines, 90° turns, and 90° arcs with a minimum
radius of 6". The advanced rules may also use
"T" intersections. These primitives are to be at
least 6" in length before another primitive is
introduced. Lines will be a minimum of 6" from
the edges of the paper and a minimum of 6" from
each other.
The judge will take reasonable precautions to
ensure that the contest surface is flat, level, and
stable, and that the lines of the pattern are solid
and well drawn.
Each robot will be permitted three runs at the
maze; each run is limited to a maximum of five
minutes duration. The winner is the robot with the
single fastest maze run.
Once the judge declares a robot's run to have
started, that robot may not be touched, adjusted,
or modified in any way by its handler or other
observers. This restriction includes any type of
wired or wireless communication intended to
assist or guide the robot in any way. If the judge
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determines that such an infraction has occurred,
the judge may immediately declare the contest run
over and assign that robot a duration of five
minutes for that run.
Any robot that leaves the line pattern and fails
to reverse course and reenter the line pattern AT
THE SAME POINT (as deemed by the judge) will
be removed from the contest by the judge, and
assessed a run time of five minutes.
Each robot may record, in on-board memory
only, details of the maze observed or deduced
during each run. Robots may use such retained
information in planning and executing subsequent
contest runs.
No robot handler or observer may alter
information retained by a robot from a previous
maze run. No robot may use or accept maze
information not specifically gathered during a
maze run.

Any robot that fails to stop upon reaching the
ending point must be allowed to continue running.
The robot may map the maze and use this
information for subsequent runs-provided the
robot does this on its own.
Each robot will be permitted three runs of the
maze; each runs is limited to a maximum of five
minutes duration. The winner is the robot with the
single fastest maze run.

Basic Contest Rules
The course uses only straight lines, 90° turns,
90° arcs with a minimum radius of 6", and is a
simple line with a designated start and end. Each
robot will be permitted three runs of the maze;
each run is limited to a maximum of five minutes
duration. The winner is the robot with the single
fastest maze run.

Advanced Contest Rules
One end of one line is designated as the
starting point. Another line, marked by a
completely black solid circle no less than three
inches in diameter, is designated as the ending
point. Other line ends, termed "dead ends", may
also occur in the pattern.
Each line in the maze represents a path that a
robot might follow. A line may be straight, may
curve in an arc, or may bend at a right angle. Arcs
must have a radius no smaller than six inches and
must span no less than 90 degrees. Every straight
section of a line must be at least six inches long.
All dead ends must lie at the end of straight
lines at least six inches long. Additionally, the
starting point and ending point must each lie at the
end of a straight line at least 12" long.
Lines in the maze may intersect, though they
may not cross. The maze may not contain any
loops; that is, no maze path can exist that will
cause a robot to visit the same point twice without
first doubling back.
Upon reaching the ending point, each robot
must stop and remain stopped until removed from
the line pattern by the handler. The robot may
optionally provide a distinctive indication that it
recognizes the ending point.
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Dead
Reckoning Competition
Purpose
The dead reckoning contest is to test the skills
of robots in arriving at a predetermined position
without using external references for orientation.

Rules
A course will be predetermined for the contest.
The course is precisely marked on a flat surface.
An example course: move straight ahead for 2
meters, tum right 45°, then go straight for another
2 meters. Each robot is to have a pointer or a part
of itself oriented over the starting mark. The robot
then moves along the route to the finishing
position, and must indicate that it is done by
stopping. The distance from the finishing position
to the robot's pointer is measured. Each robot has
three runs at the course. The robot which achieves
the minimum distance is the contest winner.

Additional Guidelines
The robot may not veer from the route by a
"significant" distance (it is not allowed go straight
from the start to the finish, but must make the
tum(s) in the course.
Time is not a factor in the distance calculation;
however, the robot must complete the route in 3
minutes or less or it will be disqualified from that
run.
-3-
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Robot Tethers

Rapid
Deployment Maze
Purpose
The Rapid Deployment Maze (RDM) is a headto-head contest between two robots in a 4' x 4'
arena. Each contestant provides a motorized robot
of their own design and will control the robot
through a wired tether. The robot must navigate a
ping-pong ball from the far side of the arena,
through a maze, and into a goal. The contest rules
encourage the building of simple robots that,
guided by their operators rather than an on-board
computer, compete in a fast-moving, fun event.

Each robot is controlled using a tether
(provided with the arena). The tether provides
both control signals and power to the robot,
terminated with a female DB-9 connector. Each
robot must use the power from the tether as its
sole source of electrical power.
The control for each tether is provided using a
4-direction, 1-button joystick. These control lines
are low-current, TTL logic-level signals, and can
not be used to directly drive motors; doing so may
damage the controllers and is not allowed.
The TTL logic-level signals use 2.2 Kn pullup resistors to 5 volts. The signals are normally
high. Closing the joystick switch will connect that
signal to ground; no switch debouncing is used.
The five signal control lines are labeled FWD,
BKWD, LEFT, RIGHT, and CMD. They can be
used for any control purpose in your robot, not
just as the five specified controls.

Right
5

Bkwd
Left
Fwd
3
2
1

4

The Arena
Competition talces place on a 4' x 4' plywood
arena placed on a table. The arena has a wooden
border about 2" high around the outer edge. The
area is divided into two identical halves with each
robot staying in its own half. Each side is
configured into a maze using 2"x2" wooden
strips.

~

0

V+

Gnd

Cmd

RDM Tether Pinout. (female DB-9).
The power in the tether is 12 volts DC (±0.5
volts), with a combined maximum current when
both V+ and both GND lines are used of 3.0 A.
For TTL level power (5 volts), the robot must use
some sort of on-board voltage regulator.

Robot Design Guidelines
Each robot must fit entirely into a 5"x5"x5"
cube before connection to the tether. Once the
competition begins, a robot may extend parts of
itself beyond this limitation (without physical
assistance from the operator). The ping-pong
balls may not be damaged during the event (such
as crushed, poked, dented, super-glued).

Goal
r,
L...J

Goal

The Contest

~

0

RDM arena layout. (4' x 4').
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Each robot is placed at a starting location in
their half of the arena, and a ping-pong ball is
placed on a mark at the far end of the maze. Upon
the start of the match, each contestant controls
their robot with the tether to maneuver their ping-4-
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pong ball through the maze and into the goal. The
first contestant to break the plane of the goal is the
winner of the match. Note that the ball does not
have to be placed completely in the goal, but just
break the plane of the goal.

Robot Limitations
The main limit on the robot is that it be
autonomous: once started by the owner or handler,
no interaction is allowed until the robot emerges
from the exit, or it becomes hopelessly stuck.
Obviously the robot needs to be small enough to
fit within the walls of the maze. It may touch the
walls, but may not move the walls to its advantage
-no bulldozers. The judges may disqualify a
robot which appears to be moving the walls
excessively. The robot must not damage either the
walls of the maze, nor the floor. Any form of
power is allowed as long as local laws -do not
require hearing protection in its presence or place
any other limitations on it.

Scoring

Grand Maze
Purpose
The grand maze is intended to present a test of
navigational skills by an autonomous robot. The
scoring is done in such a way as to. favor robots
which are either brutally fast or which can learn
the maze after one pass. The object is for a robot
which is set down at the entrance of the maze to
find its way through the maze and reach the exit in
the least amount of time.

Physical Characteristics
The maze is constructed of 3/4" shop
plywood. The walls are approximately 24 inc~es
high, and are painted in primary c~lor~ with
glossy paint. The walls ar~ set on a gnd with 24inch spacing. Due to the thickness of the plywood
and limitations in accuracy, the hallways may be
as narrow as 22-inches. The maze can be up to
20-feet square, but may be smaller depending on
the space available for the event .
.
.
The maze will be set up on either mdustnaltype carpet or hard floor (depending on where we
hold the event). The maze will be under_ cover, so
your robot does not have to be ram pr~>0f;
however, it may be exposed . ~o vanous
temperature, wind, and_lighting ~ond1°:ons.
The maze is a classical two-dimensional proper
maze: there is a single path from the start to the
fmish and there are no islands in the maze. Both
the entrance and exit are located on outside walls.
Proper mazes can be solved by following eith~r
the left wall or the right wal_l. The maze ~s
carefully designed so that there 1s no advantage if
you follow the left wall or the right wall.
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Each robot is to be run through the maze three
times. The robot with the lowest single time is the
winner. The maximum time allowed per run is 10
minutes. If a robot cannot finish in that amount of
time, the run is stopped and the robot receives_ a
time of 10 minutes. If no robot succeeds m
finding the exit of the maze, the one which made it
the farthest will be declared the winner, as
determined by the contest's judge.

Logistics

.

.

Each robot will make one run, proceeding until
all robots have attempted the maze. Each robot
then does a second run through the maze, then the
robots all do the third run. Some discretion will
be allowed by the judge if a contestant must delay
their run due to technical difficulties. A robot may
remember what it found on a previous run to try to
improve its time (mapping the maze on the first
run) and can use this information in subsequent
runs~as long as the robot does this itself. It is not
allowed to manually "configure" the robot through
hardware or software as to the layout of the maze.
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sumo l°i?g. Robots are not allowed to incorporate
any flymg compon~nts or l?rojectiles. You may
not electromagnell~ally mterfere with your
opponent, or do anything that alters the function of
the . other robot or_ its sensors. Providing an
environment that misleads the opponent's robot is
allowed (fo~ ex.ample, putting a black flap down
over the white lme, hopmg the other robot will not
detect the edge and fall off).

Allowed Items and Actions

Robot Sumo
Purpose
. The robot sumo contest is a match of speed,
skill and raw power between two robots in a 5foot ring. The objective is to locate the other robot
without falling out of the ring, and once located, to
push the other robot out of the ring. The first
robot to touch the floor outside of the ring loses.

A robot may use various forms of detection to
locate_the other robot (IR, sonar, touch ... ). It may
also i_ncorporate stealth technology to avoid
detection by the other robot Signals may be used
to try to confuse the other robot's detectors such
as flooding the area with IR, touching the f~ side
of the robot, or convincing the other robot it is at
the edge of the ring. Overt attempts to damage the
opponent's robot, over and above the expected
ramming and pushing, are not allowed.

Qualification

These ru~es follow, as closely as possible, the
rules and guidelines set down by the "All-Japan
Robot Sumo Tournament" office. These rules can
be interpreted as needed. There is a new class
which isn't in the Japanese contest: the 1kg class.
The rules are the same, but the maximum weight
of the robot is one kilogram.

Before competing, each robot must qualify. A
target block, 20cm square and one-half the contest
weigh_t must be pushed off of the sumo ring 2-outof~3 times. Each attempt lasts a maximum of 3
mmutes. For ~ach a~mpt, the robot is first placed
on the sumo nng behmd the robot's starting line,
then the target block is placed on the ring behind
the other starting line by the judge or another
person.

Robot Constraints

Match Rules

Basis for the Rules

Autonomous: Each robot is to be totally
autonomous. Once started, it cannot be controlled
by any means of an operator.
Weieht: There are two classes of sumo
contestants: 1kg and 3kg maximum robot weight
~ The robot must fit into a square box of
20cm (7 .87'') to a side, with no height limitation.
After the start of the bout, the robot may be
extended outside of this region. It is not
permissible for the robot to split into two or more
disconnected pieces.
Control: Any means of self-contained control
is acceptable.
Power: No combustible power sources are
allowed - such as, combustion engines, rocket
packs, or propane tanks. Acid Batteries are OK;
open use of acid is not.

Prohibited Items and Actions
A robot may not spray any material on the ring
or on their opponent, or in any way deform the
Encoder # 101

Match: A sumo match consists of up to three
bouts between two robots. The first robot to win
two bouts wins the match. Depending on the
number of contestants, some form of elimination
will be used.
.s..t.art. At the start of the bout, one robot is
placed on the sumo ring, anywhere behind their
starting line. The second contestant then places
their robot behind their starting line. For the next
bout, the order of placement is reversed.
Time: Each bout will last a maximum of 3
minutes. If after 3 minutes, both robots are still in
the ring, the bout is stopped and judgment is made
as to a winner or if a rematch of the bout is
needed.
A referee signals the start of each bout. The
operators will indicate to their robots the start of
the bout. Each robot must delay at least 5 seconds
before moving or it loses that bout.
If a robot does not move for 30 seconds or
more, it loses the bout
-6-
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If both robots are locked up for 30 seconds
with no clear progress being made, the bout is
stopped and judgment is made as to a winner or if
a rematch of the bout is needed.

1.54m

Robotic Artist
5 cm wide
whiteed e

Sumo Ring Details
The sumo ring has a diameter of 154cm (about
5 feet), and is raised 5cm (about 2 inches) above
the floor. The material is hard rubber on a flat
surface. The color of the ring is black, with a 5cm
wide white edge boundary. The starting lines are
brown lines, 20cm long by 2cm wide, 20cm apart,
parallel to each other and centered in the sumo
ring. The IR characteristics of the ring surface is
that the starting lines reflect IR at 1/2 the range
between the black surface and the white. There is
a 100cm (just over 3 foot) wide clear area around
the ring.
The sumo ring will be available before the
event to test and calibrate your robot with the
particular characteristics of the sumo ring surface
material.

Sumo Ring Contact
For access to the sumo ring, for testing, or for
any kind of question about the sumo contest, or a
copy of the Japanese rules, contact:
Bill Harrison (Sine Robotics)
(206) 788-0160
sinerobt@halcyon.com
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Purpose
A robot is provided with a 30" x 30" piece of
white paper. Using any means at the robot's
disposal, the paper is used to create a "work of
art". This can range from robots with pens
driving around on the paper creating spiro-graph
type designs, to using a paint brush or a can of
spray paint, folding the paper into origami shapes,
cutting the paper into a snowflake, X-Y table art,
or a team of coordinated (or not) robots doing a
design together. If you consider it "art", try it!

Rule details:
The "work of art" is to be created on or with a
30" x 30" piece of white butcher paper. The robot
can provide any other art supplies, such as: pens,
pencils, paint, scissors, glue, sparkles, stickers,
rubber stamps, ink, crayons... This is limited to
exclude things which are hazardous, highly
flammable, or highly toxic. If the artist happens to
be messy, a special location may be required (like
outside on a tarp) to avoid damaging the facilities.
The paper may be folded a maximum of 2
times, before the event starts, to aid the robot (to
make it fit within an X-Y table, for example).
Once started, the robot is to be completely
autonomous (no human intervention). The robot
may be computer-controlled with connecting
cables, as long as the computer has no human
interaction while the artwork is being created.
Barriers can be set up to help keep the artist
focused on its work.
The robot has 15 minutes to complete its work
of art. The robot does not have to indicate when it
is done; its human controller can shut it off or pick
it up when desired.
The judging will be by audience popular vote.
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Robot Constraints
The robot can be small or large, movable or
stationary with an arm, intelligent or use brute
force. All robots must be autonomous. It may
locate the burger using any type of sensor, such as
touch or sight It may scoop-up the burger, grab it
from the side or top, or use any other (nondestructive) means to turn the burger over.

The Contest

Floor Exercise
Purpose
The floor exercise competition is intended to
give robot inventors an opportunity to show off
their robots or other technical contraptions.

Rules
The rules for this competition are quite simple.
A 10 foot by 10 foot flat area is identified,
preferably with some physical boundary. Each
contestant will be given a maximum of 5 minutes
in this area to show off what it can do. The
robot's controller can talk through the various
capabilities and features of the robot. As always,
any robot which could damage the area or pose a
danger to the public will not be allowed. Robots
need not be autonomous, but it is encouraged.
Judging will be determined by the audience,
either indicated by clapping (the loudest
determined by the judge), or some other voting
mechanism.

Each robot will be take its turn in the burger
arena. Before the contest begins, the robot must
be entirely out of the inside area of the arena; it
may not be touching it or over it. With a starting
signal from the judge, the robot can start locating
and flipping the burgers. The robot has 5 minutes
in which to complete this task. The burgers must
remain within the total ( 11 " x 17") arena, but they
may removed from the inside area if desired. Each
burger is to be located and flipped once. After all
the burgers are flipped, the robot must remove
itself from the inside area and signal that it has
completed its task.
2"

-

2"

17"

•

Burger-flipper arena.

Robot Burger Flipper
Purpose
The burger-flipping contest challenges you to
design a robot to find and flip "burgers".

Rules
The burger is a 2-1/2" diameter Dave Brown
wheel (intended to be a common item, at least for
robot builders), marked on each side for human
determination of being flipped. The contest arena
is a 11" x 17'' white paper surface with a 1/4"
black-line border 2" from the edges (a 7" x 13"
inside area). Four to six burgers will be placed
randomly in the inside area.
Encoder # 101

11"

•

Scoring
The time is calculated as the time from the
starting signal to the robot's signaling that it is
done. This time is modified by adding 60 seconds
for each burger which is not touched by the robot,
30 seconds for each burger which is touched but
not flipped, 10 seconds for each time a burger is
flipped more than once, and 15 seconds for each
burger which is outside of the 11" x 17'' arena. A
contestant may be designed to purposely incur
penalty time while trying to complete the task very
quickly, striving for a good composite time.
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Making Holes in Robot
Construction

jewelry or clothing that can get caught in moving
machinery (or wrap around drills). Use common
sense.

by Bill Harrison

Twist Drill

Front en of Bill's JK sumo, zoomy.
Robots can be built without holes, but I
haven't seen one yet. In my last article, I showed
how to cut out a base for building a robot. In this
article, I'll show how to cut holes in the base, or
for that mater, in other things too.
Holes are needed for mount screws, wire pass
throughs, to take off weight, to gain access, for
looks, to make room for another part, and the list
goes on. There are many ways and tools to cut
holes with, as well as a variety of materials. Each
tool and material combination changes how the
hole is done.
Some of the tools for making holes are: the
twist drill, reamers, leather punches, hole saws,
grinders, files, hot wires, lasers, plasma, or even
a nail and hammer.
Some materials that may be drilled are: wood,
fiberglass carbon composite, glass, Aluminum,
steel, plastic, or foam.
I'll just cover a few of the common
combinations of tools and materials that I've seen
used a lot in robot building. For example, I
haven't seen anyone cut holes in glass for a robot.
Which, by the way, is not only possible, but could
be needed. (I do know how to do that if anyone is
interested).

I'll start with the common twist drill, used in
the standard way. This is the way most holes are
made. See figure 1.
First make a mark to show where the center of
the hole is will. Then make a small dent, using a
center-punch, on the mark. The dent helps the
drill stay put while starting the hole. For large
holes (greater than about 1/2 inch), use a small
drill (no bigger than the point of the large drill) to
drill a pilot hole. This lowers the pressure needed
to drill the larger hole. Lastly, drill the hole with
the desired drill. Note that on thin material a
slightly larger drill may be needed, since the hole
may come out a little triangular, which would
prevent a switch or something from fitting in the
hole.
There are three stages to drilling a hole:
starting, drilling, and breaking through. Start
gently with a starter dent, and the drill
perpendicular to the material. It is easy to let the
drill wander from the mark-so start with care.
After the entire end of the drill is in the material,
drilling can be done quicker; but watch out for
over heating the drill or the material. Also be
careful not to tilt the drill; as it will damage the
hole quality and risk breaking the drill. This is
especially true of the small drills.

Twist rill.

Safety
ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GLASSES! Also
observe any other safety rules. Note that drills
and cutting tools are *very* sharp. Use care in
holding material to be drilled, as the power drill
can catch and/or break the material, and the broken
parts can fly and be sharp too. Do not have
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Breaking through while drilling holes gets
most of us in trouble. The drill's cutting edge
likes to "cork screw" through the material when
the cutting edge is coming through the back
surface. This can grab the material, break the part,
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or break the drill (wear safety
glasses). So, as the drill starts
to feed into the material faster,
ease up on the pressure and go
through very gently. It helps if
the material and the drill motor
are held rigidly. Drill presses
are easier to use for this reason.
Also very important is to back
up the material with wood or
some scrap material behind the
hole being drilled. This way it
isn't really breaking through , as
much as going on drilling into
the new material.
Some
materials, such as Acrylic
Plastic, just won't drill without
the hazard of damage due to the
drill breaking through.

Flgurw 1: Twi.t 0r11
Mll..ortthe_,...,

,...,..,.
.....
grind flat

flgurw 2: Twi.t DIii
llodllled to out Pla8tlc
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<;_ .. · .·.· .'.· .. · .'.· .·.· .·. · .·.·;>

~

~
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Flgurw 3: Hand punch ~

Plastic Twist Drill
No, the drill isn't made
out of plastic; it's for drilling
plastics such as Acrylic.
Actually the drill is the
same as discussed above, but
with a different grind on the
point. See Figure 2. The
cutting angle is greater (more
pointy), so that the edge breaks
through more gradually. This
also helps keep the drill from
wandering while drilling. The
most important change is the flat
ground on the cutting edge.
This drill scrapes the material
off, rather than cutting. I was
truly amazed at how well this
worked. Standard twist drills,
above 1/4 inch, were almost
impossible to use in acrylic-and
I have the scars to prove it.
Plastic drills are used like
regular twist drills, but use
lighter pressure. If they are
forced, the plastic can crack.
Also watch out for overheating;
plastic generates a lot of heat
while drilling, especially
because it's being scraped. I
dip the drill in cold water every
so often to keep it cool.

flgurw 4: Hand ffllMllg or ...,. -
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Do not use any petroleum products or
ammonia on acrylics, as this causes them to crack.
When needed I use a special type of oil for
lubrication (Super Lube by Synco, in a nonaerosol tube, that I got from McLendon's
Hardware).
I buy my Plastic drills from Laird Plastics in
Seattle, but a standard drill can be modified. A
bench grinder works best (know your safety,
bench grinders can be *very* dangerous), but a
diamond honing stick works. In a pinch, a
diamond finger-nail file works; even a small flat
one helps.

protects the material from damage as the saw
breaks through, and makes a nicer hole.

Hole Saw
For larger holes, it's impractical to use twist
drills. I find that I run into problems when I get
bigger than about 3/4 inch. Actually, I get into
troubles before I get to 1/2 inch, but 3/4 inch is the
smallest hole saw.

A hole saw is just a saw blade made into a
circle that can be mounted into a drill motor. They
usually have a 1/4 inch drill in the center to guide
the saw.
Lay out a mark at the center of the intended
hole. Center punch it (make a dent), and start as
in drilling. The drill should be part way into the
material (if not all the way through) when the saw
starts to cut. The saw blade will last longer if you
can take it slow. It's usually hard to slow the saw
down and get any torque, but it beats buying an
expensive drill press. If you have the saw going
too fast, you can burn the cutting edges of the saw
teeth.
Saw part way through the material and tum the
material over. Then saw from the other side. Do
this after the pilot hole breaks through, so you get
the saw at the right place on the other side. This
Encoder# 101

Hole Punch
Some materials are just too thin to drill. Try
using a hand held hole punch. There are a lot of
types, and even those designed for paper can
punch some light materials. I got one from a
machinery supply store, and it can punch holes
bigger than 1/4 inch in steel, 1/16 inch thick! Mine
cost about $50. There are simple punches that are
like a tube with a sharp end and a solid end, that
can be hammered through the material, on a solid
block of wood or other material. This works great
on aluminum. These are used for leather, gaskets
or such; they can be purchased at craft shops, auto
supplies, boating supplies, or camping supplies.
Most punches work by pushing a punch
through the material and into a hole in a die. See
figure 3.
I lay out a mark and line it up in the center of
the die ( unch used u -side-down). Then unch.

Leather & gasket hole punch.
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Hole Making Helps
I use a cutting oil for aluminum and steel to
help with drilling and make the drills last longer.
There are two kinds of cutting oils: one for
aluminum and the other for everything else. You
get a chemical reaction if you use the everything
else oil on aluminum and some kinds of stainless
steel.
Do not use these on plastics, fiberglass,
carbon composite or wood.
I use a larger drill, by hand to cut the burr off
after drilling, but a deburring tool can be used. It
has several cutting edges and mounts into a drill. I
prefer mounting it into a handle and using it by
hand to minimize chatter.
I use a sharp knife in some materials, such as
foam, which just doesn't drill well.
I can change the size of a hole by using a
small, round pin file. I just drill an undersized
hole and file to size. This is helpful if you need a
metric hole and have fractional drills.
·P¥t·.
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le) file, & 3/4" counter-sink tool.

Positioning Holes
Accurate positioning of holes can be a
challenge unless you have a milling machine.
Even after years of practice, I just can't mark,
punch, and drill without missing some. And in
some cases it just wouldn't do! So I've come up
with some tricks to help.
I never seem to get the center punch dent on
the mark I made. And even if I do, I never get
them all right. There always seems to be at least
one that just isn't right.
The first trick I do is to make a light punch
mark as close as I can. Then I look to see how
close I got to the mark. If it's off a bit, I tilt the
punch to the opposite side and punch a little
harder. When I do this, the dent gets bigger and
"plows" toward where it should be. By repeating
this, I can get pretty close. To get the drill to start
right the last hit must be with the punch
perpendicular to the material.
Another trick, if you do like above and still
miss, is to use an undersized drill. Match up the
mating part and visually compare the hole
Encoder # 101

positions. I just look down the existing hole and
see which direction the new hole has to be moved.
I then file that side of the hole with a round pin
file. I compare again and file again, and so on 'till
they are centered together. If I want a nice hole, I
go through it with the right size drill to round it out
nicely. I use care, since the drill wants to grab all
the way through. See figure 4.
By the way, a good way to locate and mark a
hole position is to position the mating part and
mark through the existing hole.
Sometimes a robot design needs to use a flat
head screw. You can't move it once you are done
countersinking it, so I move it before
countersinking the head, and after drilling. I use
the right size drill to start with, since the center
hole only needs to be smaller than the screw head.
If I get lucky and it's in the right position, I don't
need to do more than countersink it. And it isn't
too important that the hole is "too big" if I have to
move it. By the way, the countersink also makes
a great tool for cutting the burr off of drilled holes.

Conclusion
This is only an introduction to making holes,
but it should add some "know how" for most of
you. These methods take a *lot* of practice, but
the worst part, for me, was figuring them out.
For those that attend the SRS meetings or go
to SRS's Robothons, you can take a look at my
one kilogram Sumo robot wrestlers. They were
both made entirely by hand. The only power tool
I used was a hand power drill.
If any of you have other Ideas, I'm sure we all
would like to hear them.
Let your robots be full of holes.

Tinker ( Bill Harrison)
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The Vice President Says . . .
I've had 9 hours sleep in the last 80 (not that
I'm complaining) and have been in Portland, to
boot. I'll just have to write extra, extra good for
the next issue. Please accept my humblest
apologies for the lack of participation this month.
Karl Lunt:

karl@mav.com

From the Office of the Prez:
I am pleased to announce that we officially
have a new room. From now on, our meetings
will be at Renton Technical College (see address
and map below) in room J205. This is a great
move for us. Not only will someone official know
and approve of our presence, but they also are
eager to have our participation with the RTC
students.
I believe we may have a large turnout of new
members at the October meeting. This will be a
great opportunity to show off the projects that we
are all working on. Last year, we planned a showand-tell event where we brought in everything we
are currently, previously, or planning to work on.
Lets do this again at the October 21st meeting.
This will provide a great showing of robots for
the new membership, and hopefully impress on
them that we are an active group. Bring in all of
your robotics projects, working or not, and we
can show off your efforts.
Plans are still in the works to have an enlarged
Robothon event on November 19th. We had great
participation at our August event, and I look
forward to doing even better in November. So,
shine up your projects, consider a contest or two,
and build yourself a project. This is another
opportunity to show a larger audience our abilities.
Kevin Ross:

kevinro@microsoft.com
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About the Seattle Robotics Society:

The Seattle Robotics Society was formed in 1982
to serve those interested in learning about and building robots. We are a diverse group of professionals
and amateurs, high-school students and college professors, engineers and tinkerers. Our passion is the
creation of cybernetic creatures that challenge the old definitions of life, intelligence and practically. If
you are building a robot or just planning one, come down and meet the gang. We are on an exciting
·oume and welcome ou to ·oin us.
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Upcoming SRS Events:

Editors: Tom and Shannon Dickens.
Copy and Distribution: Jim Cox.
October SRS meeting: 10/21 at RTC.
Contributing Authors: Karl Lunt, Kevin
November SRS meeting: 11/18 at RTC.
Ross, Bill Harrison, Dan Mauch, Tom Dickens.
Robothon '95 Encore-November 19th. at RTC.
Contacts:
SRS WWW site: http://www.hhhh.org/srs/
To submit articles or ideas for the Encoder, contact:
Tom Dickens:
tpd6908@yak.ca.boeing.com
Seattle Robotics Society
phone (206) 865-6122.
P. 0. Box 665
Jim Cox:
j.cox39@genie.geis.com
Mill
Creek, WA 98012
President: Kevin Ross:
kevinro@microsoft.com
Vice Pres.: Karl Lunt:
karl@mav.com
Secretary: Dan Mauch:
dmauch@dmauch.seanetcom
Author:
Bill Harrison: sinerobt@halc on.com

Membership:

Back Issues: Back issues of

SRS membership
is $15 per year.
$25 for overseas.

the Encoder are available for
$1.50 mailed (only $1.00 if
picked up at an SRS meeting).
Contact Karl Lunt for back issues.

Renewals: Please note that the number
on your mailing label is the number of
your last Encoder issue. To ensure
continued service, PLEASE renew your
membershi before it ex ires.

Meeting Location & Time:
SRS has just relocated to Renton Technical
College (RTC), located at 3000 NE 4th in
Renton, room J205. The meetings are
held the 3rd Saturday of every month, from
10:00 to noon, with frequent technical
sessions after lunch. Since the RTC
location is new, we will have signs posted
on campus pointing to the room.

N1140s

Monroe Ave NE

RENTON

Thanks: SRS expresses their thanks:
To Renton Technical College (RTC) for
providing us a location to call home.
To Applied Microsystems (AMC) of
Redmond WA. for the use of production
facilities in the publication of the Encoder

Maple Valley

Hwy
167

Next Month: Next month we will see a follow-on article from Bill Harrison on taping (now that
you can drill the holes), plus an article from Bob Dain (one of a few possible topics). Also look for the
final details for the Robothon '95 Encore, plus much more ...
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